Join our Team

Experienced Backend Developer

Berlin

Full-time

INVENTORUM is developing an innovative platform for local retailers to run their day-day business while
simultaneously and effortlessly be visible on and able to sell through multiple channels of e-commerce
such as portals, web shops or social networks.
We are passionate about equipping small businesses with big business tools so they can better compete
and be more profitable. Eventually we want to empower and encourage consumers to shop locally through
easy to use search tools. Bottom line: We want small businesses to thrive and grow.
For this position, we are looking for an individual who is passionate about the growth stage of a company,
excited to dig deep in existing code, analyze and optimize the tech stack and provide new ideas for
efficiency and future growth.

What you will do:
• You will be responsible for maintaining and improving the backbone of our award-winning mobile app
and make sure that our system runs smoothly and without any problems.
• You will work with various backend services currently written in Python (Django) and JavaScript (NodeJS)
and are directly involved in shaping our backend architecture by introducing new components.
• You will be in charge of medium-sized development efforts right away and work closely with our
interdisciplinary product, design and support teams to solve complex problems.

		

• You will work in a young and agile team of international professionals to build the future of local retail.
Who we’re looking for:
• You are passionate about programming and new technologies.
• You are careful, reliable and pragmatic, always eager to find the best solution for our customers while
minimizing technical debt.
• You are self-driven and can quickly pick up new technologies.
• You like to collaborate with your co-workers and are interested in sharing your knowledge without
deeveloping a huge ego.
• You feel comfortable working with UNIX environments and know your way around the command line
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Join our Team

Experienced Backend Developer
• You know the values of agile software development and understand basic principles and practices like
test-driven development, code reviews, and continuous delivery.
• You are familiar with microservices architecture.
• Experience in managing IT infrastructure is a plus.
• Experience with distributed systems is a plus.
Tech Skills
• Advanced Python development skills and using one or more of the popular python frameworks like
Django, Flask, …
• Advanced Experience in developing customer-facing products with at least another backend development
stack (Ruby, Java/JVM, .NET, PHP, NodeJS).
• Basic skills working with Docker, Nginx, Jenkins.
• Advanced skills working with relational databases i.e. PostgresSQL, MySQL, basic knowledge of NoSQL
databases is a plus.
• Basic knowledge of front end languages (AngularJS, React or similar) is helpful.
• Advanced skills in building and consuming REST APIs.
• Basic skills working with one or more of the cloud providers (i.e. AWS, Google Cloud, Heroku, ..). AWS EC2,
ECS, Lambda are great plus.ECS, Lambda are great plus..

About INVENTORUM:
INVENTORUM is everything a start-up should be.
We are led by a Silicon Valley veteran, we are supported by a German serial entrepreneur, and we reside in a
loft in Berlin-Mitte, the new hub for start-ups in one of the best cities in the world.
We are looking for women and men who are passionate, understand the urgency of start-up setting
and take pride in the ownership of their tasks while functioning fully in a team setting. We are an equal
opportunity employer and encourage anybody to apply who feels to be up to the challenge.
We are creating a vision-driven product and are striving to make our customers happy. Therefore, we work
hard, expect excellence and encourage personal development.
Sounds exciting? Just send us your application right away and play a part in bringing our team and product
to the next level.
Please email us at: jobs@inventorum.com with your CV and your earliest possible start date.
This is a full-time position in Berlin. We can provide assistance in obtaining visa and work permits if needed.
Attention: Please send us your CV in English.
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